The Sigma News
Gamma Eta Chapter: Excelling with Honor

We Recruited 13 Candidates!
M-Climb with Kappa Alpha Theta
Alumni, I’m Nicolas Capra
and I look forward to our
interactions this semester as I
take over for Ian Miller as the
Alumni Chairman. I also serve
as the Reporter, so I will be
publishing information
pertaining to that as well—
which will include website
updates, Instagram plugs,
and more. For more
information about new
efforts, view the reporter
updates to the right.

September 29: Homecoming
Tailgate and Hike
Our brand new candidates—each one is a bright

November 18: Initiation

young man who will make Sigma Nu better

December 2: Affirmation

Reporter Updates:
We have a new website! www.sigmanumines.org

We also have a new Instagram account where

Keep up to date with our chapter by

you can see the Gamma Eta members in their

liking our Facebook page, Sigma Nu—

prime! Follow us @sigmanucsm

Colorado School of Mines.

A letter to all Brothers
far and wide
I hope you have enjoyed
reading the newsletter so far,
and are excited for the
advances that we as a
chapter and a brotherhood
have made. We hope to reconnect with all our brothers, but unfortunately we
may have lost contact with
many of you over the years.
Please email Nicolas Capra
at nicolascapra@mines.edu
so that we can update your
contact info and stay in
touch.

During our M-Climb
tradition, we partnered with one of
the newer Sororities on campus:
Kappa Alpha Theta.
It was a great
opportunity to get
to know these
amazing young
women and have
fun throwing water
at the new freshman! We even
were able to see
PCJ (the Mines
President) while
there!

Meet the New Candidates

Matt Ho
Hi my name is Mattingly Ho and I am from Hawaii. My hobbies include surfing, hiking, and hanging out with friends. I am
a freshman here at Mines and plan to major in engineering physics. I am extremely interested in aerospace and hope to work
for NASA one day. I plan to be a member of AIAA to help me achieve this goal. I also enjoy athletics and really miss competing.

Logan Meyer
My name is Logan Meyer and I'm from Little Rock, Arkansas. I came to Mines because I was sick of 95% humidity and
wanted to see what a real mountain looked like. Coming to Mines with the idea of what a SEC Fraternity looks like, I
was not going to rush. However after getting here, I realized that Mines Fraternities are pretty cool. Although my father
was a Sigma Nu, before rush I was planning on Beta Theta Pi. However I soon realized that the brotherhood and support
at Sigma Nu is the strongest of all the Fraternities at Mines. I'm studying Electrical Engineering. I hope in the future to
make a difference in electric vehicle transportation to reduce environmental impacts.

Pablo Pinedo
I’m Pablo and I’m a Physics major freshman here at Mines. I was born in Chile but have lived in Florida, Texas, and Colorado and have always been very passionate about engineering and the sciences. That, of course, is why I came to Mines. I decided to rush and join Sigma Nu due to the close bonds of its members and the promise of a good future. I love to play and
watch any sport, especially soccer and basketball, and you can always catch me playing around or just hanging out.

Myles Murphy
I'm Myles Murphy, from Parker, Colorado. I came to Mines because it offers everything I wanted in a
school: great location, small community, kind people and a program I'm interested in. I decided to join Sigma Nu because it offers a particular kind of brotherhood that I didn't feel anywhere else on campus, and it
gives me the opportunity to be a part of something larger than myself here. I'm studying Civil Engineering,
because that major offers a way to directly impact and improve life for people. It also offers the opportunity
to be outside and to build things, both of which I'm a fan of. I enjoy carpentry and the outdoors, especially
rock climbing.

Oreva and Jack by The Rock in
Lexington, VA
We are continuing to collect historical photos from
alumni and need your help building up the portfolio!
Send your best pictures from your time at Sigma Nu
and it may get posted in chapter or even in the next
newsletter!
Send to: nicolascapra@mines.edu
Playing Ultimate Frisbee with PNMs
out on Kafadar

